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************************************************************************* 

Compass Award (Optional) A beacon and leader in the journey of the FIRST Tech Challenge.  
 
The Compass Award recognizes an adult Coach or Mentor who has provided outstanding 
guidance and support for a Team throughout the year, and demonstrates to the Team what it 
means to be a Gracious Professional. The winner of the Compass Award will be determined 
from candidates nominated by FIRST Tech Challenge Team members, via a 40-60 second video 
submission, highlighting how their Mentor has helped them become an inspirational Team. We 
want to hear what sets the Mentor apart.  
 
Required criteria for the Compass Award:  

 Video must meet the following criteria:  

 Video cannot be longer than 60 seconds.  

 Video must be of a high quality, as submissions may be used at a later time to 
promote FIRST 

 Team must have rights to music used in the video.  

 Video must be submitted by the designated deadline.  

 Video highlights the mentor’s contribution to the Team and demonstrates what sets 
the mentor apart.  

************************************************************************* 
MA FIRST Tech Challenge Compass Video Upload Guidelines  

1. All videos must be uploaded to VIMEO. No other video hosting sites will be accepted 

2. Videos must be viewable by the deadline, 8:00 PM March 1st  (plan for upload times)  

3. Late videos will not be viewed by the judges 

4. The title of the video will be the Team number, Team name, and mentor's last name  

a) FTC00000_myTeam_Mentor                 

 

When uploading your video please follow these steps to ensure all videos are uploaded 

correctly 

 

a.           Login to Vimeo at  vimeo.com. Create an account if you do not have one. 

b. Click on Upload a video 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.vimeo.com/


c.            Select a file to upload and upload 

d. If you would like your video to be public select Anyone otherwise select people with the 

password 

 

 

 

 

 

 

e.       Be sure to include the URL of the Video in your email 

f.        If you have password protected the video include the password in your email 

g.        Email the link to massftcvideo@gmail.com with the subject your video name    

h. Do Not Share the video link as your submission  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have questions email massftcvideo@gmail.com and cc massftc@gmail.com 

You will receive an email confirmation when your video is received. If you do not receive a 

confirmation within 24 hours send an email to massftc@gmail.com 

 

mailto:massftcvideo@gmail.com

